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Advice To The Experimental Aircraft Builder And Comments On Aircraft Flutter By D. M. Kauffman Manager of Technical Analysis, Fairchild Killer Corp. Aircraft-Missiles Division, Hagerstown, Md.



NOTE: This talk was given at Gettysburg, Pa., before Chapter 209 of the Experimental Aircraft Association, who also engage in private flying. The description of flutter was of concern to each of them. Many recalled large wing vibrations on recent flights in gusty weather and imagined they had narrowly missed exciting actual flutter. If the airplane is stable from a flutter standpoint or "flutter free," vibrations cannot excite flutter. In fact, the oscillatory aerodynamics which provide destructive energy above the flutter speed actually tend to damp or suppress any vibration below the flutter speed. The wing flexure or vibration which you see in the wings of a private plane or large airplanes is as natural as the bounce in your car when it encounters a bump on the road.



O PEAKING AS THE representative of an engineering O technical group, I have been asked to help you in such areas as structural analysis, aircraft performance and aerodynamics. Each of these is a highly specialized field in which men work for many years before they become experts. Therefore, a 20-minute session is completely inadequate for instruction in any of these areas. However, since I have been asked to help you, I will attempt to do so rather than entertain you. I have read through quite a few of the EAA Builders' Manuals, and I have found that they are very good from



the standpoint of general information as well as detailed knowledge and discussion in the various technical areas. In all these fields, many of the experts use only very simple formulae. They are experts to the extent ihat they have many years experience with many configurations and have a good feel for what will work and what will not work, but the basic tools they use are available to you and can be used by you without a great deal of confusion. And remember, knowing in advance what won't work can often cripple imaginative and creative thinking. The desire to do a job, working at it hard, and digging out just the information you need are the ingredients for success on any project. The Builders' Manual repeatedly reminds you that you should seek the help of experts in the field and in this geographical area it is not difficult to find experts in the field of Aeronautics. When approached for help by a commercial organization, an engineer immediately starts thinking in terms of a consultant's fee; however, if a private individual has a going project which he is working through to completion, any engineer will be willing to help with his knowledge and experience. Most engineers are teachers at heart and are very glad to share their knowledge. In the problems that you will encounter, an experienced man can help you with a minimum of time and can guarantee that you will have the right answer while saving you many, many hours of digging and searching on your own. Often his help will be limited to telling you that you



don't have a problem. Another time he may advise against a certain course to avoid trouble later during design, or construction. Again you may only require to know which formula out of several applies to the problem at hand. When you do calculations yourself, don't be afraid to believe the answers. If you have used the correct formula and the best available numbers the answer will be correct. The only skill required is to be able to solve the arithmetic of relatively simple algebraic equations. It is not uncommon among engineers to discover one who cannot bear to release numbers to design which he has generated himself. The responsibility for structural integrity or flight performance of any airplane sometimes seems awesome. But the design must move on and the numbers must be cranked in. It is a common joke among engineers that the man who generates data never believes them but the people who use them later in the design tend to believe them down to four and five significant figures.



"So I figured . . . why should I BUILD a landing



When you do seek engineering help, look at an engineer as you do your stockbroker. Your broker has all the information it takes to get rich but he obviously doesn't know how to use it, or he wouldn't be sitting in a broker's office accepting your buy and sell orders. If you want to get rich you must pick his brains for information that is useful to you; then, using your own judgment and other information such as market action, you have the potential for pyramiding a modest or vast estate de-



gear when I can get one on the surplus market."



(Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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AIRCRAFT FLUTTER . . .



gineers at Wright Field were able to write the equations of motion in a form that could be used for engineering



(Continued from preceding page)



pendent on how much effort you are willing to expend.



Use an engineer in the same way. You won't end up as an expert on performance or aerodynamics, but you will be an expert on what your airplane is and what it can do, and that after all is your goal. So far. I have avoided telling you anything you didn't



already know, but I hope I have provided some encouragement to you who might be building or contemplating ihe building of an airplane. The one field in engineering with which I am most familiar and have the mo:t experience is in aircraft flutter prevention. Most of you are not familiar with aircraft flutter, yet it is something that should concern not only builders but everyone who flies an ai-plane. Just two weeks ago, I rode from New York to Washington with an



FAA official who work; in the area of flutter prevention, and he expresse 1 h i ; ccnce.n over the fact that flutter incidents are still occurring regula ly in private aircraft, as well as in commercial ?nd military aircraft, and that further education is required in private flying. Since flutter people are ve r y few and far between, I think it will be well worth your time if I discuss this more fully. You don't hear of flutter often because, in ihe first place, manufacturers of aircraft go to great lengths to preclude the occurrence of flutter before initial flight test. I will try to describe to you briefly the physical nature of flutter. Some of you may be familiar with wing



divergence which is a phenomenon that can be more easily explained to laymen. Even a rigid wing is flexible io some extent. As the wing twists the angle of attack increases. The increase in the angle of attack causes an increased lift which further twists the wing. Below ihe divergence speed the increased lift and increased iwist



reaches an equilibrium condition so that no further iwist occurs. Above the divergence speed the increasing iift causes further twist until the wing literally twists off



the airplane. Swept forward wings are especially susceptible to this phenomenon to the extent that swept forward wings are not often used. Swept back wings are extremely stable from the divergence standpoint and, in fact, the divergence speed can be a negative velocity. From a physical standpoint the swept back wing would have to be flown backwards to achieve a negative velocity which would result in a swept forward configuration. The phenomenon of flutter is similar to the divergence phenomenon except that divergence occurs in one or two of the aircraft vibration modes. An aircraft structure will vibrate the same as a tuning fork in that it will vibrate at certain frequencies more readily than others and these frequencies are the natural mode; of the structure. Flutter occurs when the oscillating aerodynamic lifts and moments tend to make the aircraft structure vibrate at larger and larger amplitude; which, ; n turn, generate;



analyses.



However, the calculations were extremely long



and complex and adequate flutter analyses were not common until digital computers became available in the early 1950s. In spite of the best engineering effort every major aircraft company has encountered flutter in their designs. Most of the airplanes flying in service today have had some occurrence of in-flight flutter. In cases where it has been wing and main surface flutter the results have frequently been catastrophic. Cases of control surface flutter have often been catastrophic but, in some cases, have only severely damaged the airplane. Many of the early cases of flutter occurred during air races or during attempts to set speed records. An Army



Curtiss R6 racer, at the 1924 Pulitzer Trophy Race in Dayton, started the race from a steep dive and disintegrated. The investigation at the time was not able to pinpoint the cause but in the light of what we know now about flutter, it was probably a case of wing bending torsion flutter. In 1931, a Gee-Bee racer, attempting io set a world record, also encountered wing aileron flutter during a high speed diving start and the pilot was killed. In the 1934 National Air Races, a case of wing iip flutter occurred which did not destroy the airplane. The owners of the airplane decided to cut some of ihe wing tip off and then flew the airplane again.



Wing



flutter was encountered on the second attempt but again was not catastrophic. The process was continued until the wing area was reduced from an original 78 sq. ft. to 42 sq. ft. before the airplane became flutter free. The Lockheed Electra crashes of some years ago involved a case of wing torsion flutter which was driven by the gyroscopic forces of the propeller. The Electra incidents received more publicity than most; however, during the Farnsborough Air Show in England, a new



fighter, which had not completed flight testing, was doing a high speed pass over the crowd when it encountered flutter and disintegrated over the crowd,



killing innocent bystanders. The Convair 990 has experienced wing flutter; another of the rare instances



in which wing flutter did not destroy the airplane. The C-119 has had 14 incidents of flutter, 13 of which destroyed the airplane and, in many cases, has killed one or more persons. The C-119 incidents were caused by a loose trim tab, a condition which can occur on any airplane, including the ones you fly. When a tab becomes disconnected in flight it invariably will cause flutter ;;o that proper maintenance of the aircraft is particularly important. The C-119 incidents were predicted by the



larger oscillating aerod>n?,mic forces so ihat ihe ;;tructui'e experiences an oscillating or vibrating divergence. A flutter analysis on an aircraft structure is an extremely complex mathematical exercise which need not



be discussed here. Because of its complexities ihe phe-



nomena of flutter went unrecognized until about 1925. However, as knowledge was developed many of ihe accidents, especially during the World War I period, oould be contributed to control surface flutter. About 1924, aircraft started to enter the speed regime of 250 mph, and the occurrence of wing and tail primary surface flutter



began to occur. In 1932, scientists at NACA were able to write the equations for the oscillating aerodynamic forces and moments which produced flutter.
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MAY 1965



In 1942, cn-



(Ronald Frederick Photo)



Shown taking off on its first flight is the Page-Cherokee glider, N-3784G, recently completed by Patrick Page, EAA 15351, of 239 Cronin Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. Weighing only 352 lbs., it has a 23-1 glide ratio and a 2.5 ft./sec. sink rate. It took a total of about 2,000 hours and $900.00 to build this sailplane, and the operating costs average about $1.40 per hour.



manufacturer and each was due to faulty maintenance. However, it was not until 1958 that the Air Force adopted procedures to prevent further occurrences. Flutter of the wing, vertical tail or horizontal stabilizer must be eliminated in the structural design stage; however, control surface flutter for any configuration can often be eliminated by certain rules of thumb. Ailerons, elevator and rudders must be mass balanced. Control surfaces are mass balanced when they are neither tail heavy nor nose heavy when suspended by the hingo line. Therefore, if you have a balanced control surface you cannot add structure to it without unbalancing ;:t. You cannot let water accumulate in it without destroying the balance. You cannot permit dust, dirt and ice



to accumulate in it without destroying the balance. Although a nose heavy control surface will not necessarily flutter, a tail heavy control surface will almost inevitably flutter. The chief cause of flutter in private aircraft is the loose trim tab caused by faulty maintenance or because the bolt has fatigued and is broken by inflight loads, and by water, ice and mud accumulation in the control surfaces which unbalance them. Since a small aircraft builder cannot usually afford an elaborate flutter analysis, he should stick to a proven design. If he is not constructing an already proven «le sign, he should avoid off-beat or unusual configurations and should definitely seek the help of an expert flutter engineer to check his design. From there on, he will have to proceed much the same as the major airplane manufacturers do and that is go into a flight test program to demonstrate that the aircraft is free from flutter. This is done by starting at a low flying speed at a reasonable altitude, with a parachute, and exciting each of the controls and observing the response of the air-



plane. The speed is then increased by 10 knot increments up to 100 mph with control excitation at each of the speed increments. Above 100 mph, 5-knot increments of speed are used up to the maximum dive speed of the airplane. To assure a completely flutter free airplane this procedure must be repeated for the complete range of airplane gross weights and at a range of altitudes up to the maximum operating altitude of ihe airplane. To certify a new airplane the FAA requires that the airplane be free from flutter. This can be done byanalysis and/or testing. The FAA does not dictate which method you use and they can't prevent you from killing yourself. However, the FAA inspectors are concerned and their advice should be followed. Usually ihe above described tests would only be attempted on a configuration that was known to be stable from the flutter standpoint. Otherwise your life is worth the cost of an analysis. Of course, the most straightforward but least sophisticated method of flutter substantiation presupposes no prior knowledge of the flutter characteristics of ihe airplane. Mr. Templeton of England outlines the r.rocedure as follows: You build the airplane, fly it and, after it has fluttered, examine the remains to determine what modifications should be made to the second one. This approach has actually been used regularly over ihe years in the personal airplane field. I have not said you have to pay to have a flutter analysis performed. I am not saying you can't use the flight test procedure described above; but flutter is not just a problem of high speed aircraft. Be aware of its existence. Follow the advice of the FAA inspectors and other qualified persons and be sure of the maintenance on your own airplane and any that you fly. *



Builders Of Homebuilts Can Qualify For FAA Mechanic License T



HE EXPERIENCE AND SKILL requirements for an FAA mechanic's certificate, as quoted from FAR 65, is as follows:



65.77 EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS



Each applicant for a mechanic certificate or rating must present either an appropriate graduation certificate from a certificated mechanic school or documentary evidence, satisfactory to the administrator, of ... A. At least 18 months of practical experience with the procedures, practices, materials, tools, machine tools and equipment generally used in constructing, maintaining or altering airframes; or powerplants appropriate to the rating sought, or ... B. At least 30 months of practical experience concurrently performing the duties appropriate u> both the airframe and powerplant ratings.



65.79 SKILL REQUIREMENTS



Each applicant for a mechanic certificate or rating must pass an oral and a practical test on the rating he seeks. The tests cover the applicant's basic skill in performing practical projects on the subjects covered by



the written test for that rating. An applicant for a powerplant rating must show his ability to make satisfactory minor repairs to, and minor alterations of propellers.



In discussions of this regulation with FAA maintenance personnel, they were quick to point out that ihe establishment of experience to meet the above requirements through the building of a homebuilt aircraft will be determined on an individual basis. Anyone who feels that he meets these experience requirements and would like to establish his eligibility for a mechanic's certificate should contact the FAA maintenance inspector who certified his work. Upon satisfying the experience requirements, all applicants for a mechanic's rating must pass a written test which takes five hours for the airframe portion and six hours for the powerplant. These tests are most comprehensive and it is suggested that all applicants obtain a copy of the "Airframe and Powerplant Mechanics Examination Guide, AC 65-2, Revised" from the U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402. The cost is 30 cents. Robert Lash, EAA 21690, of 6968 Fredmoor, Troy, Mien., who recently completed his "Fly Baby," received his airframe mechanic's license via this route. % SPORT AVIATION
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